
CODE ALERT Senior Living Solutions

Wander Management Solution—Discreet, Dignified and Restraint-free 
A secure environment is crucial to your residents and their families. CODE ALERT® Wander Management Solution 
keeps residents at risk of wandering safe, reducing the risk of elopement, injury and liability. Residents are monitored 
via wireless wrist or ankle-style transmitters that promote mobility in a homelike, barrier-free environment, while allowing 
visitors and staff to move easily throughout the community.

 ■	 Fully-supervised system alerts staff to potential issues before an elopement occurs. 
 ■ Antenna detects when a transmitter is in close proximity of a monitored exit; system arms the door and     
  instantly notifies caregivers; alarm sounds if an attempt is made to open a locked door. 
 ■ Computer-based reports enable improved quality of care and staff efficiency.

Two Options: Choose the Protection That’s Right for Your Community 
 1. Perimeter Alarm Security 
  Model T30 is an “always armed” non-PC-based system that provides 24/7 exit monitoring:
 ■ Alarm sounds when a locked door is opened. 
 ■ Keypads at exits enable alarm bypass with security code.

 2. Transmitter-based Protection 
  Model T70 and T80 controllers are transmitter-based, with antennas to monitor exits:
 ■ Elevators deactivate to keep residents safe on their designated floor. 
 ■ Escort feature enables residents to leave an area for a set time without an alarm sounding. 
 ■ For added flexibility, choose from transmitters featuring various battery lives.

QUICK RESPONSE® Plus Wireless Call Solution
When your residents need assistance, you want them to know help is on the way. The Quick Response® Plus Wireless 
Call Solution gives residents peace of mind, knowing they need only push a button or pull a cord to call for help.  
UL 2560 certification ensures quality, safety and performance. A scalable, cost-effective wireless call solution that is 
expandable, to meet your needs for years to come.

Reliable & Feature-Rich Safety Solution  
 ■ Smart ID technology identifies both the resident and their location as soon as the pendant button is pushed, ensuring a  
  fast response. 
 ■ Discreet, pendant-style wireless call devices promote mobility, with coverage extending outdoors for safety in gardens,   
  courtyards, and patio areas. 
 ■ Flexible alerting options and escalation paths improve caregiver response times. Alerts can be received at a central computer   
  station and also on a wide range of mobile devices; silent notification option is conducive to a peaceful, homelike atmosphere. 
 ■ Data stored within easy-to-use software enables analysis that can improve care, enhance staff efficiency, and reduce liability.

Multiple Call Options
 ■ Pendant: Worn pendant-style, strapped to the wrist, or attached to clothing. 
 ■ Pull Cord Call Station: Stationary call device frequently located in restrooms and common areas. 
 ■ Push Button Call Station: Stationary call station from which help can be summoned with the push     
  of a button. 
 ■ Call Cord: Allows residents to call for assistance from their bedside.

CODE WATCH® 
Customization
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Touchpad Exit Controller for  
Wander Management  
A central component of our transmitter-based security 
or continuous perimeter monitoring system, this 
responsive 10-digit touchpad provides the latest in 
discreet exit monitoring. Available in three models.

There When You Need It, Discreet When You Don’t 
  ■ White LED backlight illuminates touchpad when pressed,  
  turns off when not in use. 
 ■ Silence alarms or bypass a door by entering a code on the  
  touchpad - alarms are forwarded to a central computer  
  station (can also be sent to pagers or mobile devices). 
 ■ 10-digit touchpad enables staff to create a more   
  secure code that is less easily compromised.

CODE ALERT Wired Call Solution 
 Certified to UL 1069, Edition 7 Standards (now mandatory 
for hospitals and skilled nursing communities in many 
states), helping to ensure:
 ■ Continuous, reliable operation and long product lifetimes for  
  cost effectiveness. 
 ■ High durability with tested impact and vibration resistance. 
 ■ Designed for high humidity and oxygen-rich environments 
  (including flame retardancy).

Signaling and Receiving Testing
Compliance with UL 1069, Edition 7 ensures that any call 
signal that doesn’t get through on a first attempt is continuously 
transmitted until it reaches notification devices. In order to 
receive UL 1069 certification, the signaling/receiving function on 
our wired call solution has been tested more than 100,000 times.

RFT CARES® App for CODE ALERT Allows caregivers to receive, acknowledge and classify alarms and scheduled events on  
mobile devices. Multiple alerts or events appear in the applications queue, allowing caregivers to coordinate responses 
using the “I Got It” feature to claim an alert. Once resolved, alerts can be classified right from the app, enabling tracking 
of alert trends and services delivered, over time.

 ■ Works with existing Wi-Fi network (cellphone service and/or Internet access not required). 
 ■ Available with CODE ALERT software v9.5 or later.

Android Wear compatible—view and clear alarms directly from your wrist. Leave the phone in 
your pocket! iOS version now available!

HOW IT WORKS

1. A resident calls for assistance using a  
 call station or mobile pendant.

2. System components receive, process  
 and route the signal to a caregiver.

3. Caregiver’s notification device receives  
 interpreted signal and directs them to  
 the appropriate resident.
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